Model-based dose reconstruction for CT dose estimation.
Our goal is to develop a model-based approach for CT dose estimation. We previously presented a CT dose estimation method that offered good accuracy in soft tissue regions but lower accuracy in bone regions. In this work, we propose an improved physic-based approach to achieve high accuracy for any materials and realistic clinical anatomies. Like Monte Carlo techniques, we start from a model or image of the patient and we model all relevant x-ray interaction processes. Unlike Monte Carlo techniques, we do not track each individual photon, but we compute the average behavior of the x-ray interactions, combining pencil-beam calculations for the first-order interactions and kernels for the higher order interactions. The new algorithm more accurately models the variation of materials in the human body, especially for higher attenuation materials such as bone, as well as the various x-ray attenuation processes. We performed validation experiments with analytic phantoms and a polychromatic x-ray spectrum, comparing to Monte Carlo simulation (GEANT4) as the ground truth. The results show that the proposed method has improved accuracy in both soft tissue region and bone region: less than 6% voxel-wise errors and less than 3.2% ROI-based errors in an anthropomorphic phantom. The computational cost is on the order of a low-resolution filtered backprojection reconstruction. We introduced improved physics-based models in a fast CT dose reconstruction approach. The improved approach demonstrated quantitatively good correspondence to a Monte Carlo gold standard in both soft tissue and bone regions in a chest phantom with a realistic polychromatic spectrum and could potentially be used for real-time applications such as patient- and organ-specific scan planning and organ dose reporting.